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INTRODUCTION 
The word “arithmetic” in commutative ring theory is generally used to 
describe that part of module theory of noetherian rings having some connec- 
tion with prime ideals. For our purposes, we shall retain the noetherian 
condition by restricting our considerations to rings which satisfy the ascending 
chain condition for left ideals. And since we do not believe that an arithmetic 
can be based on prime ideals (in noncommutative rings), we shall replace 
the term “prime ideal” by prime kernel functor as defined in [3]. That is, 
noncommutative arithmetic will mean the study of finitely generated modules 
over a left noetherian ring in relation to the primes of that ring. 
The simplest such relation is that of primary decomposition of modules. 
A reasonably satisfactory form of such a decomposition exists, for example, 
in [3]. Such a theory is qualitative, and until a quantitative theory is developed, 
arithmetic remains in a primitive state. Our purpose in this paper is to 
introduce the most basic and elementary definitions upon which a quantitative 
theory may be based. 
Much of the quantitative theory for commutative rings arises from the 
study of composition series in suitable modules using the length of such 
series to provide numerical invariants for the purpose at hand. For example, 
the general theory of ramification index of Auslander and Rim [l] is based 
on such lengths of modules. With commutative ring theory as a guide, it 
would seem reasonable to look to composition series also in the noncommu- 
tative case as a source of quantitative information. 
Let us stay with commutative rings a bit longer. I f  M is an R-module and 
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!$I is a prime ideal of R, the standard procedure for studying M in relation 
to ‘$3 is to pass to the local ring RR, and to the localization M, of the module. 
One then obtains the necessary information about the Rq-module M, and 
one is in a position to use this information to deduce some facts about M 
itself because M, = Rp @ M. This property of localization of modules at 
prime ideals is used constantly in commutative ring theory. Unfortunately, 
the analogue of this localization property is not valid for noncommutative 
rings. (In the terminology of [3] not every prime need have property (T).) 
This means that it is necessary to free the concept of length from the assump- 
tion that the base ring is local before developing noncommutative analogues 
of this fundamental concept. 
Before describing how this is done, let us examine more closely 
what a composition series is in case the base ring is local. Given the 
module Mover a local ring R, a composition series in &I is a finite sequence 
0 = M,, C Ml C ... C M, = M such that each M,+,/M, is a simple R-module. 
This condition on the composition factors has a special significance for R 
for two reasons. Firstly, all simple R-modules are isomorphic. Secondly, the 
complement of the maximal ideal of R consists of units, so that, in the 
torsion theory associated to the maximal ideal of R, all modules are torsion 
free. The condition that a nonzero R-module A is simple is therefore 
equivalent to the following: A is torsion free and A/B is torsion, for every 
nonzero submodule B. This description (trivial as it seems) of simple 
R-modules underlies the procedure we use in this paper to describe, in the 
noncommutative case, the analogue of composition series freed from local 
hypotheses. 
From this point on, it is assumed that the reader is familiar with the con- 
tents of our earlier paper [3]; we shall make frequent use of some of the 
concepts and theorems described there without explicit references. Given 
a ring A (not at this point necessarily noetherian) and an idempotent kernel 
functor 0 of A, we have defined a nonzero module P to be a u-supporting 
module if P is u-torsion free and P/P’ is a-torsion for each nonzero sub- 
module P’. Noting the similarity between this definition and the description 
of simple R-module above, we define in Section 1 a a-clzain in a A-module M 
to be a finite sequence 0 = MO C Ml C ... C Mn = M of submodules such 
that each Mi+,/Mi is a u-supporting module. Should such a chain exist, 
we say that M has Jinite u-length. One should observe that the supporting 
modules of the 0 kernel functor are exactly the simple A-modules, so that 
for a module to have finite O-length is the same as for it to have a composition 
series. From this point of view, a-chains are to be considered as generalizations 
of composition series, the concept being relative to a given idempotent 
kernel functor. Section 1 is principally concerned with developing analogues 
of the more obvious properties of modules which have composition series. 
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For example, a a-torsion free module 112 has finite u-length if, and only if, 
both the ascending and descending chain conditions hold for those sub- 
modules N of M for which M/N is u-torsion free. However, since the notion 
of u-chain is not an absolute one but is relative to a specified kernel functor, 
there are some properties which have no direct analogue in terms of composi- 
tion series. One of these, Corollary I .3, is of great importance and is used 
many times in later sections. It asserts that a u-torsion free module M has 
finite u-length if M has finite p-length for some p < U. A notable particular 
case is the basis for another definition: a module M is said to have jbzite 
intrinsic length if M has finite T,,-length. 
It is well known that two composition series in a given module have the 
same length and, moreover, isomorphic factors (except for rearrangement). 
Section 2 is mainly concerned with the analogue of these facts. I f  P is a 
u-supporting module, and r = 7P is the associated kernel functor of P, 
then = is a prime (and, indeed, this is the basis for the definition of prime) 
with P also a rr-supporting module. Thus, a u-chain in a module M gives 
rise to a sequence of primes, namely ri = rMi+l,hli (using the notation of 
the previous paragraph). The main invariance result (Theorem 2.1) asserts 
that all u-chains in M (if M has finite u-length) give rise to the same set of 
primes and each with the same multiplicity. The set of these primes 1~4 is 
called the set of u-invariants of M. If  M has finite u-length and n is a 
u-invariant of M, then M/r(M) . is a nonzero module which has finite 
n-length. This should be noted in conjunction with Theorem 2.7: if r is a 
prime and A is a nonzero module having finite n-length, then A is a n-primary 
module and n is the only n-invariant of A. 
With the start of Section 3 we impose the condition that fl is left noetherian. 
This section is specifically concerned with various criteria for determining 
when a finitely generated module has finite length relative to various kernel 
functors. In the main, the tests ultimately reduce to requirements that 
certain modules have finite n-length for various primes n related to the given 
module and the given kernel functor. For example, a necessary and sufficient 
condition that a nonzero finitely generated module M have finite intrinsic 
length is, that M/n(M) have finite r-length for every associated prime v  
of M. In particular, this implies that M is unmixed, i.e., that 7r $ p for any 
pair of distinct associated primes of M. 
It is a consequence of the definition that a module which has finite u-length 
is necessarily u-torsion free. In Section 4 we consider a variation of the 
earlier considerations, namely for given M and (T, when does M/u(M) have 
finite u-length? Studying this problem leads to the introduction of a set 
g(M) of primes attached to a finitely generated nonzero module M; a prime 7~ 
is in g(M) if v  is maximal in the set of all idempotent kernel functors relative 
to which M is not torsion. Equivalently, r E g(M) if, and only if, M/n(M) 
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has finite, positive n-length. We reluctantly leave unresolved the question 
whether this set g(M) is necessarily finite. 
In the next section we look at two simple applications of length to obtain 
alternative proofs of results already in the literature. The first of these asserts 
that g(A) is a finite set. (See Beachy [2].) This is then used to give a very 
short proof of a noncommutative analogue of a well-known fact of commuta- 
tive ring theory: if fl is left noetherian, then the descending chain condition 
holds for left ideals if, and only if, every prime of fl is maximal (see [4] 
and [6]). 
In Section 6 we revisit commutative noetherian rings, among other things, 
to point out a fundamental difference between commutative and non- 
commutative rings. According to Proposition 6.1, if L is a n-primary module 
(over a commutative ring) and p is a prime, then L is either p-torsion or 
p-torsion free (nothing between these extremes can occur). As a result, the 
set g(M) (when M is finitely generated and nonzero) is finite, and is in fact 
just the set of maximal elements among the associated primes of M. It has 
also the effect of proving, without pain, that a finitely generated module has 
finite intrinsic length if, and only if, the module is unmixed. A simple example 
shows that the noncommutative analogue of Proposition 6.1 is false (even 
under extremely special circumstances). As a result, one is deprived of a 
simple way of proving that a finitely generated primary module has finite 
intrinsic length. In fact, we are unable to resolve this most important question. 
In the last section we say what we can about this question in the hope that 
it will suggest to the reader some means of (hopefully) proving that in fact 
finitely generated primary modules have finite intrinsic length. 
As was remarked earlier, our purpose in this paper is the presentation of 
certain basic definitions and the verification of certain elementary properties 
possessed by the concepts introduced. Applications to arithmetic will appear 
in other publications. 
1. a-CHAINS 
Given an idempotent kernel functor 0 of the ring fl and a A-module M, we 
call a a-chain in M a sequence of submodules 0 = M,, C Ml C **. C Mn = M 
having the property that Mi+JMi is a o-supporting module for 0 < i < n - 1. 
I f  such a a-chain exists, then we shall say that M has jinite a-length; also, 
the integer n will be called the length of the chain. 
Since the supporting modules for the zero kernel functor are just the 
simple modules, a O-chain in M is the same thing as a composition series. 
In the discussion to follow one should think of o-chains as a generalization 
of composition series. 
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PROPOSITION 1.1. I f  M has$nite a-length, then M is a-torsion free. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on the length of an existing chain. Using 
the same notation as above, n = 0 means that M = 0. The existence of a 
chain of length 1 is equivalent to M being a a-supporting module. In general, 
M/Ml is a-torsion free because it has a chain of length 1z - 1, while Ml is 
u-torsion free because it is a o-supporting module. Consequently, M is 
u-torsion free. 1 
As is well known, the existence of a composition series in a module is 
equivalent to the validity simultaneously of both the ascending and descending 
chain conditions. There is an analogue in the present situation. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Suppose that M is a-torsion free. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(a) M has$nite u-length. 
(b) Both the ascending and descending chain conditions hold fey the set 
of those submodules N of M such that M/N is o-torsion free. 
Proof. (a) 3 (b). This will be done by induction on the length of an 
existing chain. As in the previous proof, the existence of a chain of length 0 
means 112 = 0, of one of length 1 means that M is a a-supporting module. 
In that case, the condition that M/N is a-torsion free means that N = 0 or 
N =:= M. Now, suppose that 0 = M,, C M1 C 1.. CM, -= M is a a-chain. 
Let X be a nonempty set of submodules N of M each of which has the 
property described in (b). I f  NE X, then Ml/Ml n NC M/N, so that 
(&fi is a u-supporting module), either Ml n N = 0 or Irir, C N. Denote by 
X’ the set of those NE X such that Mi C N. The canonical map M + M/Ml 
distinguishes the elements of X’, so that, if X’ + ,r:, the induction assump- 
tion yields a maximal element of X’ which is obviously a maximal element 
of X. If  X’ = a, then the same canonical map distinguishes all the elements 
of X, because now the canonical map is a monomorphism on each NE X, 
and again the induction assumption yields a maximal element of X. The 
existence of a minimal in X is proved in exactly the same way. 
(b) * (a). I f  M = 0, there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, let Ml be 
minimal in the set of submodules NC M such that N f  0 and M/N is 
o-torsion free. Let us note that Ml is a a-supporting module. By choice 
Ml # 0 and Ml is u-torsion free because M is. Suppose L C Ml with L # 0 
and L # Ml . Then, the minimality of Ml implies that M/L is not o-torsion 
free; define L, by L CL, and L,/L = a(S’/L). Then, L, 3 1, and furthermore 
L, CM, for L, + Ml/&‘l is a o-torsion submodule of M/M, . Thus, 
LCL,CM,, while M/L, is u-torsion free because we have M/L, G 
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M/L/u(M/L). The minimality of &‘i implies that L, = d1, . But this means 
that MJL is a a-torsion module and hence that Mr is a u-supporting module. 
If  Mr = M, then we are done. Otherwise we construct a sequence 
&Jr C Mz C ... as follows: having made !Mi , if M, # M, then n/lit1 is chosen 
to be minimal in the set of those submodules N of M which properly contain 
Mi and for which hi/N is u-torsion free. As above, each M,+,/Mi is a 
u-supporting module. Using the maximality property of (b), there is a 
largest element among the Mi’s, say M, . But Mn = M, otherwise the 
procedure could be continued to create an ‘Vn+r. This process therefore 
leads to a a-chain in M. 1 
There are some immediate corollaries: 
COROLLARY 1.3. Suppose that p and u are idempotent kernel functors with 
p < u. If h!l is a u-torsion free module which has finite p-length, then M has 
finite u-length. 
Proof. Apply Proposition 1.2 noting that a u-torsion free module is 
automatically p-torsion free. 1 
Suppose that M has finite p-length for some p. By Proposition 1 .l M is 
p-torsion free so that p < TV. We may therefore apply Corollary 1.3 to 
u = 7M to conclude that M has finite TV- length. We shall say that a nonzero 
module M has $nite intrinsic length if M has finite TM-length. (Since 7M is 
not defined when M = 0, we complete the definition by saying that the 
zero module has finite intrinsic length.) We shall return to this concept 
later. For now, we continue with corollaries of Proposition 1.2. 
COROLLARY 1.4. Let 01 and /3 be idempotent kernelfunctors, let u = inf(ol, /3) 
and let A be a /3-torsion module. Then A has $nite u-length tf, and only if, 
A has finite a-length. 
Proof. Suppose that B is a factor module of A; then B is ,&torsion and 
therefore u(B) = al(B) n /3(B) = a(B). The statement follows immediately 
from Proposition 1.2. 1 
COROLLARY 1.5. If M has$nite u-length and N is a submodule of M, then 
N has finite u-length. If, in addition, M/N is u-torsion free, then M/N has 
Jinite u-length. 
Proof. The second part is an immediate consequence of Proposition 1.2; 
the first part needs some remarks. If  L is a submodule of N such that N/L 
is u-torsion free, it does not follow that M/L is u-torsion free. Define f(L) 
to be the submodule of M, containing L, such that f (L)/L = u(M/L). Then, 
f(L) n N = L (because N/L is u-torsion free), and M/f(L) is u-torsion free. 
In addition, if L, CL, then f(L,) Cf(L.J. ?jamely, the epimorphism 
M/L, + JZ,‘L, maps the u-torsion submodule of d1/L, into that of &‘/L, . 
Now, suppose that X is a nonempty set of submodules L of K such that LV/L 
is a-torsion free. Define S’ to be the set of all f(L), as L ranges over X. 
Because ill has finite a-length, Proposition 1.2 applies to the set X’; choose 
an L, and L, in X such that f(L,) is a minimal element in ,X’ while f(L,) is 
a maximal one. If  L E X is such that L CL, , then f(L) Cf(L,) so that 
f(L) =f(L,). At the same time L = N of(L) =: i\’ nf(L,) =- L, . Hence 
L, is minimal in XT. In exactly the same way, L, is maximal in _Y. 1 
COROLLARY 1.6. Suppose that A C B are modules such that B is a-torsion 
free and B/A is a-torsion. If  A has$nite o-length, then B also hasfinite a-length. 
Proof. UTe use Proposition 1.2 once more. Let X be a nonempty set of 
submodules L C B such that B/L is u-torsion free. Let X1 = {L n A /L KY}. 
Since i3/L n d = A + L/L C B/L, each A/L n 4 is a-torsion free. Hence, 
there are modules L, and L, in X such that L, n A is a minimal element of 
X, and L, n A is a maximal one. Suppose that L E X is such that L CL, . 
Then, L n A = L, n A; denote by C this common intersection. We have, 
L,,IL C B/L, so that L,]L is u-torsion free. At the same time, L,/L is isomorphic 
to L,/CjLIC. Now, LJC ~7 L,/A n L, :- L, + ii/A C B/A which is a 
u-torsion module. Consequently, L,iL is both u-torsion and u-torsion free, 
so that L, = L. Thus, L, is a minimal element of X. The same argument 
proves that I,, is a maximal element of X. Thus, Proposition 1.2 applies to 
yield the conclusion that B has finite u-length. 1 
There is one more elementary result concerning the existence of u-chains; 
this one is proved directly, not via Proposition 1.2. 
PROPOSITION 1.7. Suppose that 0 -+ =I ---f B +a C - 0 is an exact sequence 
of modules such that A and C each lzaee jnite u-length. Then B also has$nite 
o-length. 
Proof. Choose a u-chain 0 =: -4,, C 4, C ‘.. C 4, = A in t3, and 
0 = C, C C, C ... C C, -- C in C. Define Ai+, = q-l(CJ, 1 .( i < s. Then, 
wehaveO::A,Ci3,C~~~CA,+,- B. That this forms a u-chain is trivia1 
to verify. B 
As a special case of Proposition 1.7, the direct sum of finitely many modules 
each of which has finite a-length also has finite u-length. There is a useful 
variant of this observation. 
PROPOSITION 1.8. Let M he a a-torsion free module, and let F be the sum 
of all those submodules of M u;hich haze fkite u-length. Then any jinitely 
generated submodule of F has j&e u-length. 
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Proof. Let {F,J be the set of all submodules of ilf which have finite 
a-length, and let G = JJFJi be their direct sum; there is an obvious epi- 
morphism from G to F. If  .-I is a finitely generated submodule of F, then, 
by using actual generators of A4, there is a finitely generated submodule B 
of G which maps onto /l via the aforementioned map from G to F. Because B 
is finitely generated it is contained in the sum of finitely many of the F, , 
so that B has finite a-length. Now, A4 is a-torsion free (because M is), so 
that by Corollary 1.5, A has finite a-length. 1 
2. INVARIANTS 
It is known that two composition series in a module give rise to isomorphic 
simple factors (possibly rearranged). In order to examine the analogue of 
this fact for o-chains, we need some new terminology. 
If  S is a set, we call a multiplicity function on S a mapping of S to the 
nonnegative integers, which is 0 outside a finite set. The subset of S on 
which a given function S is not 0 is called the support of 6. In case S is the 
set of primes of the ring fl, then a multiplicity function will also be called 
a primadic multiplicity function. 
There is an obvious addition of multiplicity functions. Also, the set of 
multiplicity functions is partially ordered by S >< 6’ means S(V) < S’(n), all 
7r E s. 
Suppose that 0 = lP10 C Mr C ... C J/r, = M is a u-chain. Set Pi = Mi+,jM~ 
(0 < i < n - 1). Because each Pi is a supporting module for cr, each P, is 
also a supporting module for its associated kernel functor 7P, , so that 7P, 
is a prime. Define a primadic multiplicity function S as follows: for an; 
prime =, let S(n) be the number of indices i such that 7Pi = r. Note that 
the length, n, of the chain is the sum of the values of 6. As defined, S is 
attached to the given chain. In fact, it is independent of the chain. 
THEOREM 2.1. If ;Cf has finite a-length, then the primadic multiplicity 
functions associated to the various o-chains of M are all the same. In particular, 
all u-chains have the same length. 
Proof. We first dispose of some trivial cases. If  M = 0, there is only 
one chain, and for that one the corresponding primadic multiplicity function 
is identically 0. I f  M has a chain of length 1, then again M has a unique 
chain, and for that one, the primadic multiplicity function is 1 on the prime 
TV, and is 0 on all other primes. 
The general case will be done by induction on the minimum length of 
u-chains in M. Let 0 = L,, CL, C ... C L,L = M be a a-chain of M of shortest 
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length; and set L =~ 1,,1+1 . Note that 0 : L, CL, C .. CL,_, _~ 1, is not 
only a o-chain in L, but one of shortest length. (Any shorter u-chain in L 
yields immediately a chain in M of length less than n.) Also, let 
0 = M,, C M1 C ... C ~11, =-- M be an arbitrary u-chain in M. 
Define Sj 2: L n Mj , so that 0 = S,, C S, C ... C S, = L. Consider 
Sj,,/Sj = L n Mj.+l/L n ,Vj mm_ L n Mj+JL n Mj+l n Mj == Mj -I- L n 
Mj~,~J!Ij C Mj,,/Mj . Since iMj+,/M~ is a u-supporting module, there are two 
possibilities: either S, +ii ‘Sj is a u-supporting module, or Sj+,/S, = 0. More- 
over, in the former case, 7s ,+1 sj ~-- 7\f,+l/M . Consider the case, S,,~, = Sj , 
i.e., L n Mj+r I= L n Mj ; for convenie&, set D = Ail, n L. We have 
Mj,m,/Dlll~i/D =: ll~j,~,/Mj which is nonzero and u-torsion free. Now, 
M,_,/D = Mj+i + L/L C M/L. Similarly MJD C Mj+l/D C M/L. But, M/L 
is a a-supporting module, so that M,i+,/D # 0 while MJD = 0. In particular, 
we conclude that iYr,+,/iLfj is isomorphic to a submodule of M/L, so that 
~“fi+ll”f =I TM IL . Kow, M~,,jD #- 0 means that Mj+i QL; while MJD = 0 
means Mj CL. Since M,, CL, there is a (unique) largest index K such that 
iVk CL and &J,~+r $ L. 
Putting these pieces together, we have the following: 0 = S, C S, C ... C 
S,-, C ... C S, = L is a o-chain in L. Furthermore, T~~+,,~, =z ~.V~3+,l,~~j for I 
j f  k, while ~~~~~~~~~~~~ L-= rMrL . 
Recall that 0 = L, CL, C ... CL,-, m: L is a shortest u-chain in L; by 
the induction assumption, the primadic multiplicity function of this chain 
is the same as that of the S,‘s. Denote this multiplicity function by 6. Denote 
by 6’ the multiplicity function which is 1 on 7MIL and 0 elsewhere. Then, the 
multiplicity function associated to the a-chain L, CL, C ... CL, = M is 
6 + 6’. At the same time, 6 + 8’ is also the multiplicity function associated 
to the u-chain M,, C Ml C ... C M, = M. 1 
If a module M has finite u-length, we shall denote by S(M; 0) the primadic 
multiplicity function of any one of its u-chains. The primes which are in 
the support of S(M; 0) will be called the u-invariants of M. Finally the 
common value of the lengths of the u-chains of ilf will be called the u-length 
of M, and will be denoted by Z,(M). 
The proofs of Corollary 1.6 and Proposition 1.7 may be extended to give 
quantitative information (we leave the details to the reader). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If 0 --f A --t B + C---f 0 is an exact sequence such that 
A and C have$nite u-iength, then S(B; u) = S(A; u) + S(C; u). b 
PROPOSITION 2.3. If A C B with B u-torsion free, B/A a-torsion and A 
ofjinite u-length, then S(A; U) := S(B; u). 1 
As has been remarked, the classical notion of composition series concerns 
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O-chains. By introducing the more general concept of u-chains, WC: are able 
to use the fact that a ring has (in general) many idempotent kernel functors. 
In particular, we may study how the o-invariants of a module depend on the 
module and on the choice of (T. 
,4 first step in studying the a-invariants of a module leads to a considerable 
strengthening of Proposition I. 1. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Suppose that j%I hasfinife p-length. If  (r is the inf of the 
p-invariants qf Al, then M is u-torsion free, and consequently, N has jinife 
a-lenC@h. 
Puoqf. I f  rr is a p-invariant of M, then v  > p so that also (T > p. Thus, 
as soon as we have proved that M is a-torsion free, Corollary 1.3 will show 
that M has finite u-length. 
To see why M is a-torsion free we proceed by induction on Z,,(X). I f  
Z,(M) 2: 1, then M is a p-supporting module and ~.%r is the only p-invariant. 
That is, 0 = 7,v1 , and the assertion is trivial. 
In general, let 0 = M0 C M1 C ... C M, = M be a p-chain. Since 7,tf1 is 
one of the p-invariants of AT, we have (J < T,,{~ so that M, is u-torsion free. 
At the same time, M/M1 has p-length n - 1, and if u’ - inf p-invariants 
of iM/ll,Zi , then &I/M1 is u/-torsion free. However, u =- inf(u’, 7:\r1) and the 
statement is now clear. 1 
Before continuing, we need a lemma. 
LEMMA 2.5. Suppose that n is a prime and P is a n-supporting module. 
If p is a prime such that P has$nite p-length, then p = 7~. 
Proof. The first term Pi of a p-chain is a p-supporting module; the fact 
that p is a prime yields ~~ 1 = p. However, P1 is also a T-supporting module, 
whence 7p 1 = V. 1 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let M be a nonzero module having finite u-length for 
some idempotent kernel functor U. If T is one of the u-invariants of M, then T 
is minimal in the set of primes au. 
Proof. We know that u < V. Furthermore, 7~ arises in the following 
fashion: there are submodules A C B C M with B/A u-supporting and 
Z- = TB/A . Suppose that p is a prime with 0 ,( p < rr. Then B/A is p-torsion 
free while B/A has finite u-length (length 1 in fact). Applying Corollary 1.3 
we conclude that B/A has finite p-length and therefore that EL ==- r by 
Lemma 2.5. 1 
We now consider the somewhat more special situation of finiteness of 
length relative to a prime. 
481]35!1-3-21 
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THEOREM 2.7. Suppose that 7~ is a prime and ,I1 is u nonzero module 
having finite Aength. Then 71 = 7.\, and M is n-primary. Also x is the o+ 
z--invariant ?f .ld. 
PYOOJ By- Proposition 1 .I, dl is n-torsion free so that 7~ < T,,~ , As part 
of a v-chain there is a submodule -Ifi which is sr-supporting. The fact that 
T is a prime yields F =m- ~.,~r . But then the inclusion ryI, C M implies 
n = T,\~~ >- T,,~ 1’: T and hence 7.Lf = V. If  11: is any nonzero submodule of M, 
then N also has finite n-length and the same argument gives T,~ = rr. This 
means that M is r-primary. Finally, if I’ is any sr-supporting module, then 
7p = n so that r is the only r-invariant of rll. 1 
Remark. Suppose that ;12 has finite a-length; let (nr ,..., v,> be the 
o-invariants of M (omitting repetitions). Since u -< rri , the module M/z-,(JZ) 
is a-torsion free, and therefore has finite u-length. Because l%fkj(M) is 
7ri-torsion free and, again, 0 -< ri , it has finite r,-length. Consequently, 
M/Z-;(M) is a rr,-primary module. Furthermore, by Proposition 2.4, 
0 -= ni z-~(~V). This yields a primary decomposition of M, although not 
necessarily one which is irredundant; n need not be minimal. We shall 
return to this point later. 
Theorem 2.7 has a very important corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.8. Suppose that a module d has finite a-length and that v  
is a prime zcith 71 > cr which is not a a-invariant of i2. Then d is r-torsion. 
Proof. L%ssume that 9 is not r-torsion. Set B =: -+(A), so that B is a 
nonzero n-torsion free module. Since 0 L< r, B is a-torsion free and hence 
B also has finite a-length. Using again the fact that (J < n, we conclude 
that B has finite n-length. Let B, be the start of a u-chain in B, i.e., B, is 
a o-supporting module. Because B is r-primary, we have 781 = n, i.e., 
n is a o-invariant of I?. However, 6(B; u) :< 6(A; u) and hence n is a 
u-invariant of -4. 1 
\Ve are now in a position to prove a substantial improvement of 
Corollary I .3. 
THEOREM 2.9. I,et p and u be idempotent kernel functors with p :L< 4. Jf ii/l 
is a o-torsion .free module which has finite p-length, then: 
(1) 6(M; u) s; 8(X; p). 
(2) I f  n is a a-invariant of M, then 6(M; u)(r) = 6(M; p)(n). 
Proof. Recall that Corollary 1.3 assures us that 111 has finite a-length. 
The theorem will be proved by induction on I,,(M). If  I,(AJ) = I, then M 
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is a p-supporting module which is o-torsion free. As a result, ~11 is also a 
o-supporting module and the assertions are trivial. 
In the general case, let N be the start of a p-chain in M. That is, N is 
a p-supporting module and &Z/N has p-length l,(M) - 1. Since X is u-torsion 
free, N is also a a-supporting module. Denote by N’ the submodule of ~12, 
containing N, such that N’/N = o(M/N). Then, N’ is still a a-supporting 
module, and N is an essential submodule of N’. As a result, ~~1 = 7w and 
hence 6(N; p) = S(N’; u). 
Because M/N’ is a-torsion free, it is also p-torsion free. Hence zCfjN’ has 
finite p-length, of length <1,,(M) - 1. We apply Proposition 2.2 several 
times: 
S(M; p) = S(N; f) + S(N’,‘N; p) T S(M/N’; p) (3) 
S(M; u) = S(N’; u) + S(MjN’; u) (4) 
from which we get: 
S(M; p) - S(M; u) = S(N’/N; p) + S(M/AV’; p) - S(M/iV’; u). (5) 
The inequality (1) now follows immediately from the induction assump- 
tion. To complete the proof, let v  be a u-invariant of M. Then, r > u, while 
N’,IN is a u-torsion module, so that N’/N is a n-torsion module. Consequently, 
r is not a p-invariant of N//N, and we find from (5): 
S(M; p)(a) - S(M; U)(X) = S(M/N’; p)(Tr) - S(M/N’; U)(T). (6) 
If, therefore, n is a u-invariant of M/N’, then (6) combined with the induction 
assumption yields (2). Suppose then, that n is not a u-invariant of M/N’. 
We draw two conclusions: n is a u-invariant of N’, from (4), and M/N’ is 
r-torsion, from Corollary 2.8. But the latter conclusion means that QT is not 
a p-invariant of M/N’ and hence 
S(M; f) = S(N; p)(n) = S(N’; u)(n) == S(M; u)(n). 1 
W?th the start of the next section we shall assume that the base ring is 
left noetherian. To make effective use of that hypothesis we conclude the 
general discussion with the following: 
PROPOSITION 2.10. Suppose that 312 has finite u-length. Then M contains 
a jktely generated submodule A such that M/A is u-torsion. Furthermore, 
S(A; u) = S(M; u). 
Proof. Kate that the last statement is a consequence of Proposition 2.3. 
We have only to prove the existence of A. This will be done by induction 
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on l,,(ll1). In case /,(Jll) :_ I, 113 is itself a o-supporting module. Choose Ad 
to be a nonzero cyclic submodule of M. Then A has the desired property. 
Kow, in the general case, let 0 = MC, C Mr C t.. C l1fTl == M be a u-chain. 
The module JZ/Mi has u-length n ~ 1, so that, by the induction assumption 
there is a finitely generated submodule B of M/n/r, with M/MI/B a-torsion. 
Select some (finite) set of generators of B, choose for each a preimage in ?l4, 
and let C be the submodule of 2V! which they generate. Then C is finitel! 
generated, and C maps onto B under the map A--+ M/AZi . In addition, 
choose a finitely generated submodule D of Mi (Mi/D is u-torsion), and set 
d _ (3 --~ I). Then, of course, .4 is finitely generated. 
Rv the choice of C, we know that M/C + Mi is u-torsion. At the same 
time, C -;+ :l;l/r,/C -1 D is a homomorphic image of X1/D, so that it is also 
u-torsion. It follows immediately that M/A is u-torsion. 1 
3. CRITERIA I;oR FINITENESS OF I.ENGTH 
From now on we shall assume that the base ring A is left noetheriun (the 
ascending chain condition holds for left ideals). In [3] we showed that any 
idempotent kernel functor is the infinimum of a set of kernel functors {TV 1 a 
where E, is an indecomposable injective module. It should be pointed out 
that 7t , when E is such a module, is a prime. Namely, let A C E be a nonzero 
finitely generated submodule (e.g., cyclic). Then, by Theorem 6.8 of [3], 
A is a primary module, so that 7 n =: 7E is a prime. (See also [5].) Thus, 
every idempotent kernel functor is the inf of a set of primes. 
Given an idempotent kernel functor D and a prime 7~, we shall say that n 
is an essential conzponent of u if there is an idempotent kernel functor p with 
p > cr and p :# u such that u : inf(n, p). (Of course this implies that r >s u.) 
Note that if 0 is itself a prime and we take 7~ == 0 and p 7~ rxj, then 0 is an 
essential component of itself. Furthermore. if 0 is a prime, then it has no 
other essential components; the relation u -=m. inf(p, n) implies either o : p 
or u -~ 77. 
The connection between this notion and the present subject is demonstrated 
by the following: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let u De an idempotent kernel functov and let rr Oe CI prime 
z&h 7~ y: 4. Then the following two statements are equivalent: 
(I) 7i is an essential component qf (5. 
(2) There is a o-supporting module baaing ;7 for its associated prime. 
Proof. (1) 3 (2). According to the definition, we have 0 -7: inf(p, .rr) 
with p ~.,c 0. It follows that p Q r. Let P be any n-supporting module; then 
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p(P) =: P, is not 0. Thus, Pr is a n-supporting module which is p-torsion. 
Since u *C_ 77, Pl is u-torsion free. If  A is any nonzero submodule of Pl , 
then PJA is n-torsion and also p-torsion, and consequently is a-torsion. 
Thus Pl is the desired cr.-supporting module. 
(2) 3 (I). Let X be the set of all primes >a excluding n; set p = inf X 
so that o :; inf(rr, p). iVow, let P be a a-supporting module with 7P = 7~. 
Then, P has finite u-length and n is the only u-invariant of P. Consequently, 
Corollary 2.8 implies that P is p-torsion for every p E X, so that P is also 
p-torsion. In particular, p :g 7~ so that p =+ u. Thus, r is an essential compo- 
nent of 4. [ 
As an immediate consequence of the definition, we have: 
COROLLARY 3.2. If  a module A f  0 has $nite u-length, then each 
o-invariant of &4 is an essential component of u. 1 
An idempotent kernel functor has an abundance of essential components, 
as is seen by the following: 
PROPOSITION 3.3. If  (J is an idempotent kernel functor then it is the inf of 
its essential components. 
Proof. Denote by 0’ the inf of the essential components of u. We have 
u c; (r’. Assume that the inequality is proper; then there is a left ideal a in /l 
which is u’-open but not u-open. Let b be maximal with respect to the 
following properties: b is a proper left ideal, it contains a and /l/b is not 
u-torsion. It is routine to verify that A/b is a a-supporting module, so that 
77 = 7‘yb is not merely a prime, but is an essential component of u. It follows 
that u’ < 7~ and therefore that A/b is a’-torsion free. But this is impossible, 
for, A/a and hence also A/b are a’-torsion modules. Thus we find u = u’. 1 
Remark. It follows from the definition that an essential component of (T 
is minimal in the set of primes 20. We are unable to determine whether the 
converse is true; it is so for commutative rings, as will be shown in Section 6. 
If  -4 is a a-torsion free module, we denote by .FO(a) the sum of all sub- 
modules of 3 which have finite u-length. 
THEOREM 3.4. 
(a) If  -4 is finitely generated, then Fu(A) has jnite u-length. 
(b) If  B is a submodule of A, then PO(B) = B n ,Fv(A). 
(c) .-l,‘.F0(&4) is a-torsion free. 
(d) .%&4/9$$(A)) -r-z 0. 
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Pyoof. (a) This follows from Proposition 1.8 (recall that A is noetherian). 
(b) Clearly F”(B) C B n FO(A). If  x is any element of B n FO(A), 
then Ax is finitely generated so that, using Proposition 1.8 again, Ax has 
finite a-length and hence Ax C FO(B). 
(c) Denote by 4 the map 3 -+ A/So(A). Suppose x E A is such that 
$(x) is a a-torsion element. Then, Ax/An: n FO(A) is a o-torsion module, 
while Ax n FO(A) = FO(Ax) has finite u-length. It follows from Corollary 1.6 
that Ax has finite u-length, i.e., that x E F0(i3). Thus, A/95(,4) is u-torsion 
free. 
(d) Let x E 9 be such that +( *) a is in a submodule of A/FV(A) of finite 
u-length. Then, Ax/Ax n FO(A) has finite u-length, so that Proposition 1.7 
applies to imply that Ax has finite u-length. Thus x E FO(A), and (d) 
follows. 1 
We shall make frequent use of this theorem in what follows. However, 
before continuing, we need a simple observation. 
Proof. Let P be a z-,-supporting module. Since 7ii + 7~~‘ , we have 
ni(P) # 0, and hence also fly-’ r,(P) # 0. 1 
Suppose rrr ,..., rn are primes with ri $ nj for i f  i. Set (y. = inf{n, ,..., v,}. 
The lemma just proved shows that omitting any 7~~ in forming the infimum 
yields a kernel functor properly larger than 01. This means that each ni is 
an essential component of 01. The lemma also implies that if p is a prime 
with p > cy, then p > nTTi some i. This means that DL has no other essential 
components than {rr ,..., .ir,}. We shall use this in the next proof. 
W’e shall also make use of two simple properties of supporting modules. 
If  P and P’ are z--supporting modules, n a prime, then P has a nonzero 
submodule isomorphic to a submodule of P’. This is an immediate conse- 
quence of the fact that P and P’ have isomorphic -ir-modules of quotients 
(Theorem 6.4 of [3]). 
The second observation is the following: if r is a prime and -4 + 0 is a 
module with 7A -2 r, then A contains a r-supporting module. Namely, 
let E be an injective envelope of A, so that 7E = V, and let P be any m-sup- 
porting module. Because P is n-torsion free, there is a nonzero mapf: P + E; 
such an f  is a monomorphism (otherwise f(P) is a torsion module). Then 
f(P) n .4 (which is not 0) is the desired n-supporting module. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let ‘T~ ,..., 7~~~ he phnes zcitlr ri 71 rj for i # j and let 
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a == inf{nl ,..., r,}. If A is a finitely generated a-torsion free module, then the 
following two assertions are equivalent: 
(1) A has finite a-length. 
(2) A/vi(A) has finite n,-length for each i. 
I f  these conditions are satis$ed, then {z-~ ,..., v,} is the set of u-invariants of A. 
Proof. (1) 3 (2). The module ,4/n,(J) is ri-torsion free, and since 
CL < ri , it is also a-torsion free. Hence A/ni(iZ) has finite a-length, and 
hence by Corollary 1.3 it has finite n,-length. 
(2) => (1). This will be done by induction on n. In case n = 1 there is 
nothing to prove. In general, set /3 = infir, ,..., n,-,>. By Lemma 3.5 above, 
P $ nn . 
Form ,Fti(L4); we want to show that SE(A) = A. Assume the contrary, 
and set B x A/&(A). Among other things, B is a-torsion free so that 
0 := a(B) = /3(B) n n,(B). Consider first the case where /3(B) # 0. Then, 
/3(B) is n,,-torsion free. Since A/n,(A) has finite n,-length, any n,-torsion 
free submodule of a factor module of A also has finite r,-length. This is the 
case therefore of P(B). \Ve may now apply Corollary 1.3 to conclude that 
P(B) has finite a-length. But B has no nonzero submodules of finite a-length, 
and hence /I(B) = 0. 
We apply the induction assumption to ,8 and the module .4/,8(A), to 
conclude that any p-torsion free factor module of A has finite P-length. 
This is so in particular for B. If  B, is the start of a P-chain in B, then B, 
is a /3-supporting module so that Q-~ is an essential component of /3. Thus, 
TB* = ri , for some i < n - 1. This’ rTTi is also an essential component of cy 
and therefore there exists an a-supporting module P with 7P = ni . Hence, 
there is a nonzero submodule B, of B, isomorphic to a submodule of P. 
Once again, B, is an a-supporting module, so that it has finite a-length, 
showing that B contains a nonzero submodule of finite a-length. This 
contradiction shows that B = 0, i.e., that A has finite a-length. 1 
If  .4 f  0 is a finitely generated module, recall that an associated prime 
of -4 is a prime r with rr = 7s for some S CA. As was remarked earlier, 
such an S contains a rr-supporting module. The set P(A) of associated 
primes is finite, and 7A = inf P(A). (See [3].) As an immediate consequence 
of the theorem just proved, we have: 
THEORERI 3.1. Let A :/‘- 0 be jiniteb generated. Then A has jinite intri,nsic 
length if, and only if, 
(1) -4/7r(A) has finite x-length for each n E P(A), and 
(2) Every element of P(A) is a minimal element of P(-4). 
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Should these conditions be satisfied, fhen P(A) coincides with the ;-,-incaCants 
of A. 
Proof. Suppose first that .-1 has finite intrinsic length. Let w be an asso- 
ciated prime of -4, with v  == 75. where S C A is a z--supporting module. Then 
S has finite T,r-length; it contains a T,-supporting submodule S, . Since S, 
is still a r-supporting module, we conclude that 7~ is an csscntial component 
of T,, . Since this is so for every element of P(A), it follows that ev-cry clement 
of P(A) is minimal in that set. Furthermore, if S, is defined by 
s,/s, == T/&4iS,), so that Sa is still a T,-supporting module, then 
6(A; T.4) : : S(S, ; 7-J $- S(d,:S, ; . TV). This means that r is a T..,-invariant 
of A. On the other hand, let p be any r,,,-invariant of -4. Then p is minimal 
in the set of primes >T.., , while p > 7A == inf P(-4) means that IL :, w for 
some 7~ E P(A). Thus, p is itself one of the elements of P(rl). Finally if 
v  E P(A), then d/+4) is r-torsion free, hence T,-torsion free and therefore 
has finite T,-length. This implies that A/7r(A) has finite n-length. 
The converse follows from Theorem 3.6. 1 
We shall say that a finitely generated nonzero module Sz is unmixed if 
every element of P(A) is a minimal element of that set. A necessary condition 
that A be of finite intrinsic length is that it be unmixed. 
Let us return to a general idempotent kernel functor. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let u be an idempotent kernel functor and A a a-torsion 
jyee jinitely generated module, Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) A has jinite a-length. 
(2) (a) There is a$nite set (nI ,..., r7J ofpvimes with ni 2: 0 such that 
--l/rJA) has jinite z-i-length. 
(b) If p is a prime with p > CJ and p 6 {rl ,..., r,] then A is p-torsion. 
Proof. (1) 3 (2). Let (7rr ,..., 7~~1 be the o-invariants of i3. Then (a) is 
immediate, while (b) follows from Corollary 2.8. 
(2) 3 (1). Let X be the set of all primes ,u z: 0 which are not among 
the 7~~ , and let p = inf X. Then A is p-torsion. Also, renumber the vi so 
that {r, ,..., z-g; are the minimal elements of (ri ,..., w?~}. Then inf{nr ,..., n,j :-= 
inf{n, ,..., n,); call 01 the common value. Then (T =- inf(p, a). Because -4 is 
p-torsion, to prove that A has finite u-length it is sufficient to prove that it 
has finite or-length. This follows directly from Theorem 3.6. 1 
We may combine some parts of the two previous results to get a necessary 
condition for finiteness of length. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. If ,4 /- 0 is a Jinitebs generated module which has jinite 
o-length, then every element of P(A) is an essential component of (J. 
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Proof. Because A has finite o-length it also has finite intrinsic length, 
and furthermore 6(A; u) 2 6(A; T,). By Theorem 3.7, every element of P(A) 
is a T,-invariant of A, hence each such element is a o-invariant of A. This 
implies that each element of P(A) is an essential component of (T. 1 
If  we are satisfied with less than finiteness of length, then a simple criterion 
exists. 
PROPOSITION 3. IO. Let A f  0 be a finitely generated a-torsion free module. 
Then the following aye equivalent: 
(1) P&4) f  0. 
(2) -4t least one element of P(A) is an essential component of o. 
Furthermore, the associated primes of FO(A) consist of exactly those elements 
of P(A) c>hich are essential components of 0‘. 
Proof. (1) 2 (2). I f  f16(A) + 0, then FO(A) contains a u-supporting 
module P. Then, r = 7p is an essential component of ‘J, while P C A implies 
that ‘pi E P(A). 
(2) * (I). Let v  be an associated prime of A which is also an essential 
component of 0. Then, A contains a n-supporting module P, while a o-sup- 
porting module P’ exists with n as its associated prime. Then, a nonzero 
submodule B C P exists, isomorphic to a submodule of P’. This B is still 
a u-supporting module so that B C SD(A). 1 
There are some important corollaries. 
COROLLARY 3.11. Let A be a nonzero jinitebr generated module. Then the 
following aye equivalent: 
(1) -4 has finite intrinsic length. 
(2) If  p is an idempotent kernel functor properly larger than some asso- 
ciated prime of A, then A is p-torsion. 
Proof. (1) 3 (2). Suppose that p is properly larger than rr E P(A) and 
that A is not p-torsion. Set B = A/p(A), so that B is p-torsion free and 
therefore also T,-torsion free. Then, B has finite T,-length, so that by 
Proposition 3.9 each associated prime of B is an essential component of 7A . 
Let then p be such an associated prime. Since p 3 78 we find p 2 p :> n. 
However, the fact that A has finite intrinsic length implies, among other 
things, that A is unmixed. This means that p = rr which is not so. Thus A is 
p-torsion. 
(2) 3 (1). Assuming that A does not have finite intrinsic length, set 
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B = d/p7,(k!). By Theorem 3.4, B is T,-torsion free. Let p be an associated 
prime of B. Then, p > ~~ > 7n =-= inf P(A), and hence p 3 r for some 
r E P(A). I f  rr is not a minimal element of P(A), then n, and hence ,u, is 
properly larger than an element of P(A), so that /l is p-torsion. If  r is a 
minimal element of P(A), hence an essential component of 74 , then Proposi- 
tion 3.10 implies that ,U # r. (Otherwise B has a nonzero submodule of 
finite T,-length contrary to Theorem 3.4.) Hence p is properly larger than 7~, 
and again A is p-torsion. This shows that il is p-torsion for every p t P(B), 
and therefore that A is T,-torsion. But this would mean that B is also TV- 
torsion, while B is T,-torsion free. This can only happen if B = 0, that is, 
A does in fact have finite intrinsic length. 1 
A special case should be singled out for consideration. 
COROLLARY 3.12. If A is a$nitely generated primary module with associated 
prime v, then A hasjinite intrinsic length t$, and only if, A is p-torsion for eoery p 
properly larger than r. 1 
We shall define a new set of invariants of a finitely generated module. 
Before doing so, we need further information about 9. 
THEOREM 3.13. Let -4 be a nonzero jinitely generated module and let 
B = ST,(A). Then: 
(I) B#O. 
(2) The associated primes of B are the minimal elements of P(rl). 
(3) 78 = 7/j . 
I f  B is a proper submodule of -1 (that is, r2 does not have finite intrinsic 
length), set C = A/B. Then: 
(4) Tc is propertv larger tharl T,, . 
(5) B = T,(A). 
Proof. Since the minimal elements of P(il) are the essential components 
of 7,l f  Proposition 3.10 yields immediately the fact that B # 0 and also 
that the associated primes of B are the minimal elements of P(A). This in 
turn implies (3). 
Assume now that B # -4. Theorem 3.4 asserts that C is -r,-torsion free 
and that C has no nonzero submodule which has finite T,-length. The first 
of these says that 7c > 7/1 . Assume for the moment that we have equality, 
~~ = 7,, . Let rr be a minimal element of P(A). Then, inf P(C) = 7c -7 T,~ < n 
implies that ,U < n for some y  E P(C). This in turn gives T,~ = Q-~ :.< p < 7~, 
showing that p = Z-, and therefore than an associated prime of P(C) coincides 
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with an essential component of To . Proposition 3.10 would then imply that 
F,A(C) + 0 contrary to the facts. Thus 7c is properly larger than 7n . Also, 
since C is T,-torsion free, we have T,(A) C B. Suppose T,(A) is a proper 
submodule of B; set D = B/T,-(A) and p = ho . First observe that D is 
Tc-torsion free, so that p > 7c . Also, because D is To-torsion free it is, in 
particular, T,-torsion free. Combining this with the fact that B has finite 
T,-length, we conclude that D has finite r,-length, and hence also that it 
has finite T,-length. We now apply Proposition 3.9 and conclude that each 
associated prime is an essential component of both 7A and 7c . This however 
means that some minimal element of P(A) coincides with some minimal 
element of P(C) which, we have seen in proving (4) is not the case. Thus 
D==O. 1 
Let .-I be a finitely generated module; assume A f  0 to avoid trivial 
complications. Set o1 = 74 and A, = Fcl(A). I f  A, = A we stop, otherwise 
set o2 = 7’A1a, and define A, as follows: A, C A, C A and AZ/A, = FO,(A/A1). 
Then cr2 is properly larger than u1 and A, is properly larger than A, . This 
process may be continued, and will terminate in a finite number of steps 
yielding two sequences, o1 < u2 < ... and 0 = A,, C A, C A, C ... CA, = A. 
For each i, gi+r = ~~~~~ and A,+JA, = FOi+l(A/Ai). These objects are 
intrinsically attached to the given module, forming a set of invariants which 
may have some utility in studying the structure of finitely generated modules 
over noetherian rings. 
4. THE R~AXIMAL PRIMES OF A MODULE 
Because of Proposition 1.1 a module M can have finite o-length only if M 
is a-torsion free. Let us extend the scope of the finiteness relation by asking 
for a given M and given u, when the module M/u(M) has finite a-length. 
Certainly this will be so if M is u-torsion; we study first those pairs M and 
u for which M is not u-torsion, leaving the finiteness question for later. 
I f  M is a module, denote by W(M) the set of all idempotent kernel functors 
cr such that M is not u-torsion. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let Ad f  0 be finitely generated. Then: 
(1) W(M) has maximal elements and for every u E W(M), there is a 
maximal element x of W(M) with (T -5 r. 
(2) The maximal elements of W(M) are primes. 
(3) If r is a prime in W(M), then v  is maximal if, and only if, M/n(M) 
has Jinite r-length. 
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Proof. We remind the reader that fl is assumed to be left noetherian. 
The existence of maximal elements in W(M) will be proved using Zorn’s 
lemma. We shall describe the proof in detail because the basic argument is 
one which may have more general application. Given an element g E W’(M) 
we shall apply the Zorn’s lemma argument to the subset of W(N) of those 
p with p >> 0, in order to obtain the slightly stronger conclusion of state- 
ment (1). 
The basic argument has the following form: we are given a totally ordered 
set X of idempotent kernel functors. If  A is any module, define w(A) as the 
union of all p(A), with p ranging over X. Because X is totally ordered, this 
is the same as C ~(~4). We shall verify the following series of statements: 
(4 w is a kernel functor. 
(b) w is idempotent. 
(c) w > p all p E X. (This is trivial.) 
(d) If  A is finitely generated, then there is a p E X with ~(~4) =-: p(A). 
(e) If  A is finitely generated and is not p-torsion for each p E X, then 
4 is not w-torsion. (This is immediate from (d).) 
By its very definition, w(A) is a submodule of A. If  B is a submodule of A, 
then W(B) = up(B) 7: u (B n p(A)) - = B n w(A). I f  f :  A --z C is a mor- 
phism, then f(p(A)) C p(C), so that f(w(iz)) C w(C). This disposes of (a). 
Form B = A/w(A) and suppose that x E A maps onto an element of w(B). 
That is, the image of x in B is in p(B) f  . 01 some p E X. Thus, there is a p-open 
ideal b in /l with bx C ~(~4). Since /l is noetherian, we have b : 2::’ -4di, 
and dp E pi(A) for some pi E X. Because X is totally ordered, there is a 
p E X with p 3 p and p > pi , I e’. i -: n. Then, dix E p(il), so that 
bx C p(4). Also, b is p-open and hence the image of x in A/p(4) is p-torsion. 
This means that x t p(4) C ~(~4) w ic s h’ h \ h ows that w is idempotent. 
I f  A is finitely generated, let ?c, ,..., .v,,, be a set of generators of 
W(A). Then there are elements pr ,..., pnr in S with x, E pi(A), while as before 
there is a p E X with p 13 pi , 1 .I: i -1 m. Hence mi t p(A) and therefore 
w(A) c p(A) c w(4). 
With this argument the requirements of Zorn’s lemma arc satisfied, and (1) 
is verified. Let n be a maximal element of W(M). Then r is the inf of a set G 
of primes, i.e., r(A) = fi p(A), p E G. S ince 7~(4) f  4, clearly p(A) -1 4 
for some p E G, i.e., p E IU(3,1). ‘Il’ith n -5 p we conclude r = p, and thus 
(2) is verified. 
Suppose that r is maximal in J%‘(M). If  p is a prime properly larger than 
n, then M is p-torsion, so that also M/n(M) is p-torsion. It follows imme- 
diately that &Z/z-(:W) is r-primary. Using again the fact that il@r(M) is 
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p-torsion whenever p is properly larger than r, it follows from Corollary 3.12 
that M/n(M) has finite r-length. 
Conversely, suppose that n is a prime in W(M), and that :44/~(M) has 
finite n-length. If  p is any idempotent kernel functor which is properly 
larger than n, Corollary 3.12 implies that :W/,(lcI) is p-torsion. Also, v  << ,.L, 
z-(M) is IL-torsion and hence RI is p-torsion. Thus p $ W(JlZ) which shows 
that 7~ is maximal. This disposes of (3) and the proof is complete. j 
‘Il’e denote by g(M) the set of maximal elements of W(M). (We shall 
consider this set only in case M f  0 is finitely generated.) We shall refer 
to the elements of g(M) as the maximal primes of M. 
Remark. 1Ve shall see in Section 6 that for a commutative noetherian 
ring the set g(;21) is Jinite. Also, in the next section we shall prove that g(A) 
is a finite set. We are unable to determine whether g(M) is always a finite s,et. 
Neither the argument in case of g(A) nor the one for commutative rings, is 
directly applicable in the general case. For reasons which will not be described 
here, it is important to decide the question of the finiteness of this set g(lM) 
in general. 
As a possible aid to settling this question we have the following: 
PROPOSITION 4.2. The set g(M) is $nite, for every finitely generated 
(nonzero) module if, and o&y if, g(P) is J; nz e ‘t f  or every finitely generated P 
which is a supporting module for some prime. 
Proof. Given 44 we use the sequence of invariant submodules defined in 
the previous section: 0 = M,, C Mr C ... C ivr, = JJ, where each Mi+JMi 
has finite o,-length for some gi . By introducing a cr,-chain in Miil,iMi we 
obtain a sequence 0 = L, CL, C ... CL, = M such that each Pi = L,.+l,%i 
is a n,-supporting module for some prime vi . Assume now that each set 
g(P,) is finite. Let p be an element of g(M), so that, in particular, M is not 
p-torsion. Then, at least one Pi is not p-torsion. If  y  is properly larger than p 
then M, and hence Pi , is y-torsion. This means that if ,U E W(Pi) then in 
fact p is a maximal element of W(P,). Thus, g(,rcI) C u g(P,) and therefore 
g(M) is also finite. 1 
Given a module M and idempotent kernel functor U, we extend some of 
the earlier concepts as follows: if M/u(M) has finite a-length, then the 
a-invariants of J4/a(M) will be called the o-invariants of M. (If M is a-torsion, 
then the set of o-invariants of M is empty.) Also, the multiplicity of a 
a-invariant x of M will mean its multiplicity as an invariant of 111~~(M). 
THEOREM 4.3. Let M f  0 be a jiniteLv generated module and let (J be an 
idempotent kernel functor such that M,‘u(M) has finite a-length. Then each 
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a-invariant of -14 is an element of g(M). If  w is sucA an invariant, then the 
multiplicity of rr as invariant coincides with the n-length of IV/,(M). If  F is 
a $nite subset of g(M), and p =:= infF, then M/p(M) has $nite p-length and F 
is the set of p-invariants of AI. 
Proof. We may assume that X is not u-torsion; set I, ~= -11 a(M). If  v  
is a u-invariant of M, i.e., of L, then 5~ ;; 0 and L is not n-torsion. The 
module L/n(L) is u-torsion free, hence it has finite o-length. Also L/n(L) 
is n-torsion free, so that it has finite T-length and, therefore, r E g(M). 15-e 
continue by using the relation 6(L; u) == S(n(L); u) + S(L,‘rr(L); u), together 
with the observation that L/r(L) = M/V(M). Now, the fact that L:n(L) has 
finite (positive) n-length implies that n is a n-invariant of L/n(L) and, further- 
more, that it is the only such invariant. Using Theorem 2.9, we get 
S(M/Tr(M); u)(n) = S(L/n(L); u)(r) z G(L,/Tr(L); 57)(n) : J,(L;n(L)) = 
l,(M/r(M)). Finally, m(L) is n-torsion, so that 7~ is not a a-invariant of r(L), 
that is, G(r(L); a)(n) = 0. We find as a result, 8(M/u(M); u)(n) L: lz(ilf/n(M)). 
The second half follows from Theorem 3.6. 1 
To be able to use the theorem just proved we need a criterion to decide 
when a given u satisfies the requirements of the theorem. 1’0 do this we 
need to extend, appropriately, Theorem 3.8. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let o be an idempotent kernelfunctor and let T(o) be the set 
of all primes v  > o. Let &I # 0 be a jinite!lj generated module. Then the 
following two statements aye equivalent: 
(1) M/u(M) hasJinite u-length. 
(2) T(a) n W(M) fi t t d is a nz e se un zs a subset of g(M). 
If  these conditions aye satisfied, then T(U) n W(M) is the set of a-invariants 
of M and each of its elements is an essential component of u. 
Proof. (1) 5 (2). To dispose of a trivial case, suppose that M is 
u-torsion. Then u $ W(M), and consequently also v  6 W(M) for each 
7T E T(u). Thus T(u) n W(M) = 4. A ssume now that iVl is not u-torsion, 
and suppose that n E T(o) n W(M). Th en M/in(M) is a nonzero z--torsion 
free factor module of M/u(M) with 71 > CT. It follows that M/n(M) has finite 
r-length, so that rr E g(M) and also that r is a u-invariant of JW’u(M). Thus 
T(U) n W(M) is finite. I f  p is a u-invariant of M/u(M), then p C.J u (i.e., 
p E T(u)), and M is not p-torsion, so that ,M E W(lV). 
(2) => (1). Set T(U) n W(M) =: {TV ,..., nn, 1 C g(M). Apply Theorem 3.8 
to AZ/U(M) and the set of these ni. It follows that M/u(M) has finite 
a-length. 1 
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Given a finitely generated module M, define a function S(M) on the set 
of primes of /l as follows: S(M)( 71 is the n-length of LW/~(ikl) if T E q(nl) )
and 0 otherwise. If  :VZ = 0, then 6(M) is the zero function. Not knowing 
that g(M) is a finite set, in general, we are prevented by our terminology 
from calling S(M) a multiplicity function. The two preceding theorems show 
that S(M) contains all the quantitative information about o-invariants of 116. 
Given 0, Theorem 4.4 decides whether M/a(M) has finite u-length and, if 
so, also describes the set of a-invariants of M. Then, Theorem 4.3 shows 
that the multiplicity of a given a-invariant n is equal to 6(M)(,) which, in 
particular, means that the multiplicity does not depend on 0. 
Given a module M, denote by ol,,,, the smallest idempotent kernel functor 
relative to which M is torsion. This may be obtained in various ways; one 
such is to note that 01~~ is the inf of all primes not in the set W(M). Also, 
let X be the set of kernel functors of the form infF, as F ranges over the 
finite subsets of g(M). We leave for the reader the verification that, for an 
idempotent kernel functor g, one has: M/u(M) has finite u-length if, and 
only if, c = inf(P, p) with /3 3 01,~~ and p E S. 
We now extend the definition of Sv(M) to an arbitrary module M by 
defining &(53) to be that submodule of M containing a(NI), for which 
~~(M)~a(~W) = .Fc(M/,(M)). The reader might wish to verify that 
M *+ FC(M) is an idempotent kernel functor. This kernel functor has two 
immediate properties: 0 < FC and if p ==: inf(ol, /3), then Fa := inf(FW ,+Q. 
5. Two SIMPLE APPLICATIONS 
Using some of the results of Section 3, we shall show that the set 0(/l) 
(il is still left noetherian) is finite. (This fact is already known; see [2] for 
a proof using other methods.) In the course of proving the statement, other 
facts will be deduced; in particular, we shall see where these maximal primes 
come from. In order to avoid elaborate bookkeeping problems, certain 
intermediate results will be displayed as propositions without repeating the 
various standing hypotheses and notations. 
Recall that for a commutative ring the primes are indexed by the prime 
ideals, with the ordering being inverse to ideal inclusion. Thus, one is 
considering the minimal prime ideals. It is well known that these arise from 
the radical of the zero ideal, and this analogue explains the starting point 
of the proof here. 
Denote by u the maximal nilpotent ideal of /l, and set J’ = A/n. The 
primary role of Y will be its structure as a left /l-module, although advantage 
will be taken of the fact that I’ is a ring, i.e., a two-sided n-module. What 
we shall prove may be summarized as follows: r (as a left /l-module) has 
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finite intrinsic length, so that it is, in particular, unmixed. The associated 
primes of r are exactly the maximal primes of/l. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. !f o is an idempotent kernel functor of fl such that r is 
o-tovsion, then 0 =m= cT_. 
Boof. 1‘ is a-torsion means that 11 is a o-open ideal of il. Because o is 
idempotcnt, ni is also u-open, for every i. The nilpotence of 11 implies that 
the zero ideal of il is u-open, which means 0 c/3. 1 
Let us call a two-sided ideal b in a ring irreducible if b is not the inter- 
section of two properly larger two-sided ideals. In a (left) noetherian ring 
every two-sided idcal is a finite intersection of irreducible ideals. IYe apply 
this fact to it in /I, and choose bl’, &‘,..., b,’ as follows: each bi’ is an 
irreducible two-sided ideal of fl, lt =_= bl’ n ... n b,’ and IL is minimal. Set 
ri : /l;‘bi’; the comments made above about r are also to be applied to I’i . 
Also set bi = b,‘/lt C ZY 
PROPOSI1‘ION 5.2. If  o is an idempotent kernel functor of fl with CT -/: ~13, 
then ri is not a-torsion fov sonle i. 
Proof. it = n bi’ means that r is a submodule of JJI r, . The assertion 
follows from Proposition 5.1. 1 
The ring r has of course no nonzero nilpotcnt ideals. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. The ring r, has no nonzero nilpotent ideals, 
Proof. I f  I’, has a nonzero nilpotent ideal (left, right or two-sided), then 
it has a nonzero two-sided ideal whose square is 0. Taking its preimage in r, 
we must verify the following: if n is a two-sided ideal in r with a2 C bi C a, 
then a ::= bi . Form b -= a fij,i bj . Then b2 is contained in every a, , so 
that bZ := 0, and therefore b r= 0. NOW, a n (hi + fi,+i bj) = b, -I- b - b, . 
The irreducibility of ji then yields the conclusion that either (I =- bi (which 
we want), or fiiiz bj C bj . The latter is impossible, for it would violate the 
minimality of n. u 
The irreducibility of bj’ implies the irreducibility of the zero ideal in I’, . 
PROPOSITION 5.4. (a) If  Q is a nonzero two-sided ideal qf ri , then a is 
an essential submodule of ri in its structure as left A-module. 
(b) If  b is a left ideal qf A and c is u nonzeYo submodule of r, such that 
bc = 0, then b C b,‘. 
Proof. (a) Suppose that b is a left ideal of ri such that 0 n 0 == 0. 
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Since a is two-sided, this implies al3 = 0, and therefore also a(br,) =z 0. 
Hence (a n (bri))2 = 0, whence a n @Pi) = 0. But 0 is irreducible in r, 
while a f  0, so that Wi = 0. 
(b) ‘The condition bc = 0 implies (h/l)c = 0 so that we may assume 
that b is a two-sided ideal. I f  we let b’ be the image of b in ri , then again 
b’c = 0. Hence (b’ f~ c)” = 0 and therefore b’ n c =: 0. Using (a) we con- 
clude that b’ := 0 or that b C b?‘. B 
Set V~ 1 7yi (here r, . . 1s viewed as a left /l-module). The notation suggests 
that vi is a prime; that is so, as will be seen shortly. Recall that niTi is greater 
than, or equal, every kernel functor, idempotent or not, relative to which ri 
is torsion free. 
PROPOSITION 5.5. If c is an essential submodule of ri , then. TJc is rri-torsion. 
Proof. We show first that for any such c the relation cx = 0 with I E rj 
implies that ,x = 0. Assume that this is not so. Among all left ideals of ri 
which are essential, choose one which is maximal with respect to having 
a nonzero right annihilator; let the essential ideal be a and its right annihilator 
be b. Since b (which is a right ideal of ri) is not 0, then b2 # 0, and there 
is an x E b with xb + 0. The fact that a is essential implies a n rp If 0, 
so that there is an element y  E ri with yx E a and yx f  0. Observe that 
this means, in particular, that y  +! a, and hence that a + riy properly 
contains a. Now, (a + r,y) xb is 0 because CIX mP 0 and yxb Cab = 0. 
This is impossible, so that in fact ever-v essential left ideal of ri has a zero 
right annihilator. 
Let .Y be the set of all left ideals of/l which contain bi’ and whose image 
in I’, is essential. Then ,9- constitutes a basis for a topology of /l. The set 
is clearly closed under finite intersection, while if a E .Y and x E /l, then 
{y E /l I J’.Y E a) is also in Y. (The latter statement is a routine verification.) 
What was proved above may be restated as follows: if a E .Y then ox == 0 
for s E ri implies x --_ 0. This in turn has the following form: if p is -the 
kernel functor of fl whose associated topology is 9, then ri is p-torsion free. 
This means that p < ri or, that each a E .Y is r,-open in il. Finally, if I: is 
the left ideal of I’, with which this proposition started, and a is its preimage 
in A, then a E Y so that l?Jc s A/a is 7r,-torsion. 1 
We are in a position to reap substantial benefits from this last proposition: 
PROPOSITION 5.6. (a) If  CT is an idempotent kevnel funrtor of A properly 
larger than ri , thert r, is a-torsion. 
(b) ri is a prime and ri is a n,-primary module of fkite n,-length. 
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Proof. (a) a(FJ + 0 and is a two-sided ideal of ri . Hence by Proposi- 
tion 5.4, u(r!) is essential as a left ideal of ri, and therefore by Proposi- 
tion 5.5, r</a(rJ is 7r,-torsion. From v  > ni we deduce that ri/o(ri), which 
is a-torsion free, is also a-torsion. Hence u(rJ : = ri 
(b) Suppose that /* is one of the associated primes of ri, so that 
p >, Z-~ . By (a), p cannot be properly larger than ni , i.e., p = ~~ and this 
means that r, is a primary module. Once more (a) is applied in conjunction 
with Corollary 3.12 to imply that ri has finite r,-length. 1 
PROPOSITION 5.7. 
(a) The associated primes of the A-module r are the primes (nl ,..., v,}. 
(b) bi = n,(r). 
(c) r has jinite intrinsic length. 
ProoJ (a) follows immediately from the fact that 0 = n bi with r/i& 
n,-primary and n minimal. 
(b) Since ri = rib, is r,-torsion free, we have ri(r) C b, . Now, 
nj+i b,’ + bi’ is a two-sided ideal of A which properly contains bi’, hence it 
annihilates no nonzero element of ri (Proposition 5.4(b)). But bi’ annihilates 
every element of ri , and therefore the two-sided ideal fljzi bj’ annihilates 
no nonzero element of ri Let 9’ be the set of all left ideals of A which 
contain njfi bj’. Then it is trivial that .Y’ is a topology of A, and what was 
just observed may be expressed by saying that ri is o-torsion free if 0 is the 
kernel functor defined by F’. That is, o :< nTTi . But this in turn means that 
fij,i bj’ is r,-open, while (njsi b,‘) ai = 0 (in r). Hence, ‘i$ C ni(r) and 
(b) is proved. 
Finally, the fact that r has finite intrinsic length follows from Theorem 3.7 
as soon as we verify that ni .< rj when i f  j. But this is immediate from (b), 
namely ni(r) = bi e bj -= Tjj(r). 1 
To prepare for the last stage of this discussion we need one more fact. 
PROPOSITION 5.8. Let c be an essential submodule of r, . Then c contains 
an element zL)hose annihilator in A is bi’. 
Proof. Since c is not zero and ri . is rr,-primary, c contains a rr,-supporting 
module PI . I f  PI is essential in c we stop. Otherwise, there is a z-,-supporting 
module P2 C c with PI n PZ = 0. Continuing in this fashion yields a sequence, 
necessarily finite, PI , Pz ,..., P, as follows: Pi C c and Pj is ni-supporting, 
while P,,, n (PI + ... + Pk) = 0. If  we have made r large enough, then 
PI + ... + P, is essential in c, hence also essential in ri . Now, PI + ... + P,. 
is a direct sum, it manifestly has x,-length equal to r, and ri modulo that 
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sum is n,-torsion by Proposition 5.5. It follows that the vi-length of ri is 
also Y. 
Let x1 be a nonzero element of Pi , and let a, be its annihilator in /l. 
Clearly bi’ C a, . I f  a, = bi’, we stop. Otherwise a$, f  0 (by Proposi- 
tion 5.4(b)), so that there is an x2 E Pz with nixa # 0. Let a, be the annihilator 
of x2 . We continue this process, getting a, 3 a, n a2 3 ... (proper inclusions) 
and xj E Pj with aj equal to the annihilator of 3zj . Note that because the 
sum C Pi is direct, 01 aj is the annihilator of ~i + ... + X, . 
In /l we have the sequence fl = a, 3 a, 3 ai n a? 1.. 3 bi’, with each 
successive factor module a r,-supporting module (each such factor module 
being isomorphic to a nonzero submodule of one of the P’s). Since ri = /I/b,’ 
has ni-length Y, a simple count shows that ny ajib,’ has n,-length 0. Thus, 
n a, = bi’ and xi + ... + x, is the desired element of c. m 
We are at an end. 
PROPOSITION 5.9. If u is an idempotent kernel functov of A and ri is .not 
u-torsion, then u < 7~~ . 
Proof. Assume that u $ vi , so that u(ri) 7:: 0. Clearly u(rJ is a two- 
sided ideal of ri , so that u(r,) is an essential left ideal of ri . By the preceding 
proposition, there is an element y  E u(rJ whose annihilator is hi’. This 
annihilator is however u-open, and every element of ri is annihilated b:y a 
u-open ideal (namely hi’). This means that ri is u-torsion. 1 
We may now assemble the pieces, taking account of Proposition 5.2. If  u 
is an idempotent kernel functor of fl with u # 00, then some ri must be not 
u-torsion, and for such an index i, we have u :< rri . Also we know from 
Proposition 5.7, that ni $ rrj when i -f j. These two facts combine to show 
that {ni ,..., n,} is precisely the set of maximal primes of /I. 
hrote. One cannot omit the passage to the module I’. Namely, if fl is the 
ring of 2 ;< 2 lower triangular matrices over a field, then n has two prirnes 
each of which is maximal. However, fl is itself a primary module, so that 
P(A) exhibits only one of the two maximal primes of ,4. 
The second application to be considered concerns the noncommutative 
analogue of a well known fact of commutative ring theory. 
THEOREM 5.10. Suppose that A is a left noethevian ring. Then the follozcGzg 
tzuo statements aye equivalent: 
(1) The descending chain condition holds for left ideals of A. 
(2) Every prime of A is maximal. 
Proof. (1) 3 (2). B ecause /I is noetherian, (1) implies that (1 has a 
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composition series which means that A has finite length relative to the 0 
kernel functor. Let (pr ,..., p,J be the 0-invariants of A. Then, each pf is 
an essential component of 0 so that we conclude two things: pj in pj for 
i f  j, and each pi is minimal in the set of all primes. Now suppose 57 is a 
prime ideal which is not one of the pLi . Since v  3 0 trivially, Corollary 2.8 
applies to assert that A is r-torsion. But there is no such prime, i.e., (pr ,..., pm} 
are exactly all the primes of A. Thus, every prime of A is minimal, so that 
every prime is maximal. 
(2) => (1). Since A has altogether only a finite set of maximal primes, 
(2) implies that A has altogether only a finite set of primes. Denote by 
(7-5 ,‘.., T,} the set of all primes of A. Then, 0 = inf(r, ,..., TV) (because 
every idempotent kernel functor is the inf of some set of primes), and the 
inf of a proper subset of the V’S is not 0. This is so because of Lemma 3.5 
and the fact that each ri is minimal, because each is maximal. Thus, each V~ 
is an essential component of 0. We now apply Proposition 3.10 to show that 
A has finite O-length. Condition (2) of that proposition holds, hence 
F”(A) + 0. If  9JA) f  A, apply Theorem 3.4, i.e., ga(A/Fa(A)) = 0. 
Reapply Proposition 3.10 to A/FO(A). We find that no associated prime of 
A/9$(A) is an essential component of 0. This is nonsense since every prime 
is an essential component of 0, which means Fs(A) = A, the ring, as left 
module over itself, has a composition series and the descending chain condi- 
tion holds. 1 
A’ote. A slightly weaker version of this theorem appears in [6]. The 
explanation for the use of “weaker” is the following. It is trivial to verify 
that a prime having a simple supporting module is minimal in the set of 
all primes. Even assuming that A is noetherian, it is not obvious (and it 
may even be false) that a prime minimal in the set of all primes must have 
a simple supporting module. In [6] th e condition that every prime has a 
simple supporting module is used in place of condition (2) of Theorem 5.10. 
(See also [4].) 
6. COMMUTATIVE RINGS 
We now consider the various concepts introduced in the previous sections 
for commutative rings, to provide some insight as to what one might look 
for in the general case. In this section, R stands for a commutative noetherian 
ring. 
If  p is a prime ideal of R, we have in [3] used the notation pv for the 
kernel functor which describes torsion with respect to the multiplicative set 
of the complement of p. pu is a prime which has R/p as supporting module 
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(and every cyclic supporting module is isomorphic to R/p). All primes of R 
have such a form. Also, p1 C p2 if, and only if, pLp, 3 pp2 . 
The special properties vis-a-vis finiteness of length for commutative rings 
are all derived from the following (seemingly) trivial observation: 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let L be a nonzero primary R-module with associated 
prime r and let p be a prime. Then, L is either p-torsion or p-torsion free. The 
latter case is equivalent with p -< V. 
Proof. Since 7L = V, the condition that L be y-torsion free is of course 
equivalent to p < rr. Assume this is not the case; we shall show that L is 
p-torsion. This property of L, i.e., p(L) = L, is described in terms of the 
elements of L, so that we need only to prove that each cyclic submodule 
of L is p-torsion. Now, a cyclic submodule of L has the form R/q, with q 
a primary ideal of R. Furthermore, the associated prime p of q is determined 
by r via rr = pLp . In addition we have a prime ideal p1 with p = ppl. The 
hypothesis ,U $ ‘in means p @ p1 . This in turn means that there is an element 
x E p with x $ p1 . However, some power 2~” of x is in q, while a? is still not 
in p1 . This disposes of the question, for it asserts that R/q is a pdp, = p-torsion 
module. 1 
We now look at a series of corollaries. 
COROLLARY 6.2. If CJ is any idempotent kernel functor of R, then the 
essential components of (T are precisely the minimal elements in the set of primes 
>a. 
Proof. We know from the definition that an essential component of o 
has that minimality property. On the other hand, let v  be minimal among 
the primes >a, with p the prime ideal for which 7~ = pp . Let p be any 
prime >D different from V. Then p z& r because of the minimality property 
of rr, so that by Proposition 6.1 R/p is a p-torsion module. If  now p is the 
infimum of all such p, then R/p is also a p-torsion module. It follows from 
this, that p 4 rr. However, CT = inf(p, QT) (because o is the inf of all primes 
>a), and hence 7~ is an essential component of O. 1 
COROLLARY 6.3. If M is a finitely generated nonzero R-module, then 
g(M) coincides with the set of maximal elements of P(M). In particular, g(M) 
is a jinite set. 
Proof. Suppose that v  is a maximal element of P(M), so that, in particular, 
M is not n-torsion. Thus, v  E W(M). Now, let p be a prime properly larger 
than rr. Because of the maximality of ?r, p is not less than (or equal) any 
element of P(M), and therefore by Proposition 6.1 each primary component 
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of 31 is y-torsion. It follows that M is p-torsion and thus x is maximal in 
W(M), i.e., n E g(M). 
On the other hand, let n be an element of g(M), so that M is not z--torsion. 
Using Proposition 6.1 again, we must have = :;i y  for some p E P(M). The 
maximality property of r gives 71 : em p, and hence v  is an element of P(N). 
Were 7r not a maximal element of P(M), we would have r < Y with v  E P(M). 
Strict inequality would imply that M is Ll-torsion, which is impossible. [ 
COROLLARY 6.4. If  M -f 0 is a $nitely generated R-module, then M has 
jkite intrinsic length if, and only if, M is unmixed. 
Proof. We know that, in general, M is unmixed if it has finite intrinsic 
length. On the other hand, if M is unmixed, then g(M) = P(M) by Corol- 
lary 6.3 and hence M has finite TM-length from Theorem 4.3. 1 
Combining this result with the various criteria developed in earlier sections 
provides simple tests for finiteness. For example, suppose that M # 0 is 
finitely generated and u-torsion free. Then M has finite a-length if, and only 
if, every element of P(M) is minimal in the set of primes 20. Furthermore, 
should this be so, then P(M) is equal to the set of o-invariants of M, and 
6(M; u) = 6(M; TM). 
Let us return to noncommutative rings via an example which shows that 
the analog of Proposition 6.1 fails. Indeed it fails under considerably strong 
conditions. Let K be a field and let/l be the 2 x 2 triangular matrices over K 
which have a zero in the upper right corner. As was noted in [3], /I has two 
primes rr and p which we shall describe. Denote by D the two-sided ideal 
of /l consisting of those matrices whose first row is 0. One has D2 = D and 
n is the prime of fl whose associated topology of /I has D (and A) as its open 
ideals. Denote by V the 2-dimensional vector space on which /l acts in the 
obvious way from the left. The ideal D annihilates no nonzero element of V 
so that V is v-torsion free. The submodule D V is simple and has the further 
property that /lx = I/ for any x of V not in DE’. It follows immediately that 
I’ is a supporting module for =. 
The other prime p of /I is defined analogously, using the two-sided ideal 
D, of the matrices whose second column is 0. These two primes r and p 
correspond to the two isomorphism classes of simple modules. In particular, 
p Z$ V. However, I/ is not p-torsion, in fact p( I’) = DV. Thus Proposition 6.1 
is not valid in this case. 
The same example shows that the analogue of Corollary 6.3 also fails. 
Namely, the module I’ is a n-supporting module, so that P(V) = (v}. 
However, I’ is not p-torsion, and V/p(V) is a p-supporting module. In this 
case, g(V) = {7r, ~1. 
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It is a consequence of Proposition 6.1 that a finitely generated primary 
R-module has finite intrinsic length. We examine the noncommutative 
analogue of this question in the next section. 
7. PRIMARY MODULES 
We are unable to determine whether a finitely generated primary module 
(over a left noetherian ring) necessarily has finite intrinsic length. To help 
study this question, we introduce the following definition: we say that a 
finitely generated primary module is arithmetically regular if it has finite 
intrinsic length. Obviously any nonzero submodule of an arithmetically 
regular primary module is also arithmetically regular. A prime n is called 
arithmetically regular if every finitely generated v-primary module has finite 
r-length. 
Let Q be a finitely generated n-primary module. According to Corol- 
lary 3.12, Q has finite intrinsic length if, and only if, Q is a p-torsion module 
for every idempotent kernel functor p which is properly larger than V. This 
may be expressed in another way. Suppose that L CQ is such that Q/L is 
-rr-torsion free. Then r < ‘olr. . Should then that condition be satisfied, we 
would have VT = 7*/L . On the other hand, suppose the condition fails; let p 
be properly larger than rr with Q not p-torsion. Then, p(Q) is a proper sub- 
module of Q, while Q/p(Q) is p-torsion free. Hence 7B;D(o) > p > V. 
Summarizing: 
PROPOSITION 7.1. If  Q is a Jinitely generated z--primary module, then Q is 
arithmetically regular I.., and only ;f, 7aIL = T for every proper submodule 
L C Q for which Q/L is r-torsion free. 1 
Suppose that Q is an arithmetically regular v-primary module, and suppose 
that L is, as above, a proper submodule of Q such that Q/L is n-torsion free. 
Let U be another submodule of Q, containing L properly. Then, U is again 
arithmetically regular, and U/L s i n-torsion free because it is contained in 
Q/L. Hence ‘UIL = n. Summarizing once more: 
PROPOSITION 7.2. A finitely generated v-primary module Q is arithmetically 
regular ay, and only ;f, every nonzero r-torsion free factor module of Q is also 
a-primary. 1 
Let rr be a prime, P a m-supporting module and E an injective envelope 
of P. Then E is indecomposable and m = TV. Observe that E is a r-primary 
module (although not finitely generated in general). We shall keep the 
meaning of GT and E fixed for the rest of this section. 
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THEOREM 7.3. The follozbng statements are equivalent: 
(1) T is arithmetical& regular. 
(2) E is a p-torsion module for every p properl?; larger than T. 
(3) ,FT(E) = E. 
Proof. (1) =:- (2). Given p, properly larger than V, every- finitel\ 
generated submodule of E is p-torsion, because each such submodule is an 
arithmetically regular r-primary module. 
(2) a (3). For convenience, we write F in place of gV(E). We know 
that F f  0 because P CF. Suppose that F f  E, let x E E be chosen such 
that its image modF is in the n-torsion suhmodule of E/F. This means, of 
course, that Ax/F n /lx is r-torsion. At the same time, F n fl.v has finite 
n-length, while /Ix being contained in E is n-torsion free. As a result, /lx 
has finite n-length, or x E F. Thus, E/F is n-torsion free. Were rE:F properly 
larger than r, (2) would imply that E, hence E/F, is r,/,-torsion. This is 
not possible, so that we find v  = ~~~~~ 
Denote, temporarily, by H an injective envelope of E/F, so that rr = TV, . 
Then, Hom(P, H) f  0, and if f  is a nonzero map, it is a monomorphism. 
(Otherwise its image in H would be n-torsion.) Hencef(P) is isomorphic to 
P, while P’ == E/F nf(P) ;i- 0. Thus, E/F contains a r-supporting sub- 
module P’. Choose x E E so that its image, mod F, is a nonzero element 
of P’. Then, Ax/F n fix has finite T-length, so does F f~ fix and hence fix 
has finite n-length. But this means that x EF. Since this is impossible, we 
conclude that F = E. 
(3) 2% (1). Let Q b e a finitely generated r-primary module, and let K 
be an injective envelope of Q. Then, because fl is noetherian, R is a direct 
sum of indecomposable injective modules, finitely many because Q is finitely 
generated. K ~2: K, Q ... @ K, . Since Q is essential in K, we have 
Q n K, =I= 0, and therefore (because Q is m-primary) 7Ki = V. Thus, each 
Ki is isomorphic to E. Since E is the sum of its submodules of finite r-length, 
it follows that K has the same property. But then Q has finite r-length 
because it is finitely generated, and therefore Q is arithmetically regular. 1 
For later use, we extract certain bits of the proof just given. F stands for 
the sum of all submodules of E of finite n-length. E/F is n-torsion free, and 
if F f  E, then 7E;F is properly larger than V. 
Denote by s;! the fl-endomorphism ring of E; contrary to our usual custom 
we shall write the elements of Q on the right, and view E as a right !&module. 
Since a r-torsion free homomorphic image of a module having finite n-length 
also has finite n-length, F is stable under the action of Sz. Denote by % the 
set of those w E !Z such that Fw == 0. Then, Z is a two-sided ideal of G, 
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and Q/Z is isomorphic with the fl-endomorphism ring of F. (The isomor- 
phism is induced by the restriction map CC+ 01 1 F.) 
PROPOSITION 7.4. TT is arithmetically regular 2% and only if, A@ is Jinitely 
generated as a r&ht ideal of 9 and this is so only f& = 0. 
Proof. I f  v  is arithmetically regular, then F = E so that & = 0. Assume 
now that 2 is finitely generated. Since E/F is r-torsion free, the intersection 
of the kernels of the maps from E/F to L? is 0. This may immediately be 
reformulated as: F is the intersection of the kernels of the elements of .Z. 
If  now 3 = Cy wJ2, then it is obvious that the intersection of the kernels 
of WI ) 0J.j )..., W, is the same as the intersection of the kernels of all elements 
of 2’. Hence, defining q~: E/F -+ E @ E ... @ E (n copies) by v(x) = 
( . . . . xq )... ) yields a monomorphism. But the direct sum of $niteZy many 
copies of E is n-primary, and as a result, 7E,,F = rr. This can happen only 
if E/F = 0. 1 
COROLLARY 7.5. If LI is a right noetherian ring, then T is arithmetically 
regular. 1 
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